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More signs of spring.XXX X 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx      x 
Above:  The  afternoon  SunXX 
shines through the greeningXX 
branches  of  black  poplarsXX 
(Populus  nigra)  along  theXX 
Lakeside Wildlife Walk; AprilXX 
20, 2011.

Left  upper:  The  hawthornsXX 
(Crataegus monogyna) are inXX 
blossom along the hedgerowXX 
besideXthe  railway  marginXX 
of the Park;  April 24. 

Left  lower:  On  April  30,  aXX 
wedding  party  braves  rosesXX 
and brambles to take photosXX 
on  the  Lakeside  WildlifeXX 
Walk.  This  was  a  niceXX 
tribute to the beauty of thisXX 
feature,  which  was  createdXX 
entirely  by  volunteers  fromXX 
the Friends of Belair Park!XX x 
x x x x x x x x x x x x xxx xx 
The Committee,  x x x x x x x 
Friends of Belair Park.  Xxxx x 
xxx 
friendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk   

Tel: 020 8670 8924
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A  long-term management  plan  forXbiodiversityXX 
inXBelair Park Lake, West Dulwich, London, UK.Xxxxx 
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Public consultation II.XX xx  x  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxx   xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Our  meeting  of  Feb.  28,  2011  launched  a  consultationXX 
process about work to improve the condition of the lake.XX 
The Dulwich Community Council had awarded a grant ofXX 
£20,000 to tackle  the problem.  An ambitious  plan wasXX 
presented  by  Ben  Dewhurst,  Manager  of  the  Trust  forXX 
Urban  Ecology.  This  was  welcomed  with  cautiousXX 
enthusiasm. The meeting voted to continue to investigateXX 
the proposal. However, when estimates of costsXarrived,XX 
after  the  meeting,  it  became  clear  that  theXproposalXX 
would cost £27,630 for the first year. This couldXrise toXX 
£43,230 over the whole five year cycle for pollarding theXX 
lakeside alder to allow more light to reach the lake. TheXX 
disparity between the cost of the plan and the availableXX 
budget effectively ruled the proposal out. It requiredXusXX 
to reconsider our options.   

We called an urgent meeting for May 3, 2011, which wasXX 
held at Emmanuel Church in Clive Road, SE21. We thankXX 
Rev  Canon  George  Ansah  and  Mrs  Victoria  Ansah  forXX 
reducingXthe cost  of  hiring  theXhall  because we are  aXX 
volunteerXcommunity group.

The  point  from  which  we  re-launched  our  efforts  toXX 
improve  the  lake  was  the  modest,  tersely-wordedXX 
summary  of  the  purpose  of  the  £20,000  grant,  in  theXX 
original  document  issued  from the  Dulwich  CommunityXX 
Council.  The brief was to pursue a “Natural long termXX 
solution to eutrophication by weir under 'smelly bridge,'XX 
to  include  reed-bed,  silt  trap  with  removable  filter,XX 
stones/gravel  substrate,  hard-surface  access  rampsXX 
doubling  as  waterfowl  preening  areas,  anti-erosionXX 
marginal plantings. To manage and enhance the lake byXX 
restoring islands. To install new ecological interpretationXX 
boards in the park.” 

Vinnie  O'Connell  has  negotiated a substantial  volunteerXX 
labour force in conjunction with the Orange Rock Corps,XX 
and  a  promise  of  unpaid  assistance  fromXaXretiredXX 
arboriculturalist.  Our  meeting  explored  how  we  couldXX 
best useythis work force and make the most efficient useXX 
of public funds, provided by the tax-payer. XxxxX X x x x x x 
x
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XXMartin  Heath,  in  the  Chair,  stressed  a  longstanding  arrangement  negotiated  with  the  LondonXX 
XXBorough of Southwark that all  wood produced from tree work should be used within the Park.XX 
XXLarger  sections  of  tree  trunks  and  branches  can  be  used  for  edging  paths.  Wood  piles  boostXX 
Xxbiodiversity. In particular, parts of trunks can be partly buried to encourage stag beetle larvae.XX 
XXSurplus wood can be chipped to provide cover for paths. Wood should not, as in the TRUE proposal,XX 
XXbe sent to supply  a wood-burning stove. Moreover, the suggestion that 200 tonnes of chalk  beXX 
XXemplaced  as  lake  banks  to  improve  water  quality  had  not  been  accompanied  by  quantitativeXX 
XXdiscussions of water chemistry, or the profile of lake depth, so that it was difficult to assess theXX 
XXimplications (including the visual impact on lake width). David Petit, who has been a local residentXX 
XXfor over half a century, emphasised that the lake was much loved by the local community and thatXX 
XXchanges, including tree work must not be so severe as to destroy the ambience of the Park. AngelaXX 
XXWilkes, who had secured the £20,000 grant, brought the preening beach for waterfowl back into theXX 
XXdiscussion. Vinnie O'Connell discussed the logistics of volunteer days.  An estimated total of 300XX 
XXvolunteers would each provide 4 hours work  spread across the dates June 1 and 2 June 8 and 9, andXX 
XXJuly 6 and 7. Jason Cunningham stressed the need for repeated wildlife surveys.  

XXAfter discussion of the issues, the following motions were passed unopposed by a show of hands:

XX1). “That we adopt the following as realistic goals - 

XXXXa) A regular and effective regime of de-clogging the section of the lake beside the bridge.

XXXXb) Planting of dense lake margin vegetation.

XXXXc)  Removal  of selected small  trees  and overhanging branches and re-coppicing of previouslyXX 
XXXXcoppiced alder to increase light reaching the lake. Selected larger trees might be included inXX 
XXXXthis work.xxx

XXXXd) Create conditions that would encourage a natural balance compatible with restoration of fishXX 
XXXXstocks,  at  least  to  the  levels  observed  when  Belair  Park  was  opened  to  the  public  in  theXX 
XXXXmid-1960s.

XXXXe) No tree work should take place without a well-advertised public site visit.” 

XXProposed by M. J. Heath. Seconded by V. O'Connell.
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XX2). “That (assuming permission from the London Borough of Southwark) we proceed to unclog theXX 
XXsection of the lake beside the bridge using volunteer labour and reconsider other options once weXX 
XXhave been able to assess the success of this operation.” 

XXProposed by M. J. Heath. Seconded by H. Saunders.

XX3). “That (assuming permission from the London Borough of Southwark) we proceed to re-coppiceXX 
XXthe alder, removal of selected smaller trees and lower branches, using volunteer labour, under theXX 
XXdirection of an experienced arboriculturalist.”

XXProposed by M. J. Heath. Seconded by S. Benwell.

XX4). “That we do not proceed with the chalk banks scheme, but reconsider the implications afterXX 
Xxwe have taken independent advice from relevant experts.”

XXProposed by M. J. Heath. Seconded by K. Farrow.

XX5). “That the possibility of creating willow compounds to store leaf detritus from the lake whilst itXX 
XXbreaks down, and potential locations of such compounds is an option to be investigated, along withXX 
XXthat of live fencing in appropriate areas.”

XXProposed by M. J. Heath. Seconded by V. O'Connell.

XX6). “That all lake work be preceded by wildlife surveys. These should be conducted as soon asXX 
XXpossible,  given dates  available  for  volunteer  input,  and that this  work,  subject  to  reasonableXX 
XXpricing, should be paid for from the £20,000 budget.”

XXProposed by M. J. Heath. Seconded by Jason Cunningham.

XX7). “That a hydrological survey be carried out relating to the origins of water in the lake andXX 
XXpotential implications of modifying water flow. Lake contours should be investigated also.”

XXProposed by M. J. Heath. Seconded by K. Farrow.

XX8). “That we should investigate the possibility of constructing a preening beach for waterfowl, theXX 
XXconstruction of which  would be funded from the £20,000.”

XXProposed by M. J. Heath. Seconded by R. Taylor. 

XXThe  Committee  undertook  to  notify  LBS  of  the  decisions  taken  at  the  meeting.  X  x  x  x  x  x  x   x  x  x 

xxxxxxxxxxx x x
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Action plan outline. X x x x x x xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

To be discussed with Southwark. 

1). Hire of wildlife surveyors. 

2). The section of the lake adjacent to theXX 
bridge  (on  its  S  side)  should  be  dredgedXX 
manually  to  remove  detritus.  ArrangementsXX 
must be made for allowing pond life to escapeXX 
back to the lake, and for locating the detritusXX 
whilst it breaks down. 

3).  Alders  along  the  lakeside  that  wereXX 
coppiced previously should be re-coppiced, toXX 
increase light levels in the lake.

4).  Branches  overhanging  former  marginalXX 
plantings and islands, small lakeside trees andXX 
trees  taking  root  on  islands  should  beXX 
removed to  allow vegetation including reedXX 
mace,  iris,  purple  loosestrife  and  reeds  toXX 
flourish. Removal of a small weeping willowXX 
on the E side of the lake would restore a clearXX 
view across the lake's widest section.xxxxxxxxXX 
XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXx 

XXAbove: Wood thrown in by vandals floats in stagnant water above accumulated leaf detritus.XX    x x x 
XXBelow: Marginal plantings being shaded out by encroaching trees. Images: M. J. Heath.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X 
xxxImages: M. J. Heath.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


